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ABSTRACT 

Polygeneration systems attract attention recently because of their high efficiency 
and low emission compare to the conventional power generation technology. Three 
different polygeneration systems based on low temperature solid oxide fuel cell, 
atmospheric solid oxide fuel cell/ micro gas turbine, and pressurized solid oxide fuel 
cell/ micro gas turbine are mathematically modeled in this study using MATLAB 
(version 7.12.0.635). These systems are designed to provide space heating, cooling 
and hot domestic water simultaneously. This report provides the design aspects of 
such systems. Furthermore, the effects of some important operating properties on the 
polygeneration systems performance are investigated. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
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AFC  Alkaline electrolyte fuel cell 
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MCFC  Molten carbonate fuel cell 

PEMFC  Proton exchange membrane fuel cell 

SOFC  Solid oxide fuel cell 

TIT  Turbine inlet temperature 
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b  Tafel slope 

CB  Bulk concentration 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Polygeneration systems refer to simultaneous production of power and one or 
more side products like space heating, water heating, cooling from a single fuel 
source. These systems have attracted much attention in recent decades due to their 
several advantages versus the conventional systems such as higher efficiencies, 
lower emissions, lower cost, and possibility of decentralized generation. Moreover, 
these kind of decentralized systems can be designed to meet the user demand 
without being connected to the electric grid, i.e., stand-alone system. Such systems 
can be located in remote and inaccessible areas where the utility grid extension is not 
a cost effective solution and sometimes technically not feasible.  Therefore, they are 
one of the most promising technologies for energy production. 

Various conventional technologies (e.g. micro gas turbine) as well as new 
technologies (e.g. fuel cell) have been used in polygeneration systems as the prime 
mover. Fuel cells, compare to other possible technologies, are one of the most 
suitable prime movers for the polygeneration systems due to their high efficiency, low 
or zero emissions, simplicity, ability to follow the load, modular characteristics and 
quiet operation. 

Nowadays, solid oxide fuel cells are demonstrated successfully for polygeneration 
applications (Braun et al., 2001, Näslund, 2008). SOFCs have high operating 
temperature and all of their components are in solid state which makes it easier in 
concept. Also, it has several advantages in mechanical simplicity and different 
materials which can be used in its structure to have different operating temperature in 
the range of 650-1000 oC (Larminie, 2003, Bolmen, 1993). High operating 
temperature of solid oxide fuel cells refers to high temperature and therefore high 
quality waste heat in exhaust gasses. This waste heat can be used further in many 
applications in order to increase the overall efficiency of the system. In one way, this 
heat can be used in other power generation technologies (Brayton cycle, Rankine 
Cycle, etc), named bottoming cycle, to have a very efficient system of power 
generation (Zhang et al., 2012). Micro gas turbines (MGT) are heat engines that can 
be integrated with solid oxide fuel cells in a very efficient combined cycle (Bang-
MØller, 2011, Magistri, 2002, Massardo, 2002). 

The main objective of this project is to develop a mathematical model for 
polygeneration system based on low temperature solid oxide fuel cell as well as its 
integration with micro gas turbine. Covering the electricity demands along with 
providing space heating, cooling, and hot domestic water are considered in these 
polygeneration systems. A further aim is the investigation of the effects of important 
operating parameters on the performance of these polygeneration systems. In 
addition the performance of these polygeneration systems is compared together. To 
achieve these aims, first, the components of the polygeneration system are 
described, including their governing equations and design aspects in chapters 3-5, 
and then in chapter 6 the operating principle of each polygeneration system is 
introduced. At last, the effects of some operating parameters on the performance of 
each polygeneration system are investigated and finally the perfromance of these 
three polygeneration system  is compared together (chapter7).  
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2 METHODOLOGY 

This project is concerned with the modeling of three different polygeneration 
systems based on low temperature planar bipolar SOFC technology and its 
integration with Micro gas turbine. These models are created based on 
thermodynamic analysis and developed using MATLAB (version 7.12.0.635). 
Obviously, some of the electrochemical parameters are specific for the SOFC used 
and its immediate surroundings. Although such parameters should be recalculated 
for other SOFCs, the general methodology should be applicable to any planar SOFC 
design. The models are typical lumped-parameter model based on the following 
assumptions:  

• All the flows are one dimensional 

• Flow is assumed to be steady state 

• A mixture of the species is assumed to be ideal 

• All the heat flow rates and powers are calculated as positive 
quantities 

• Components don’t leak any fluid to the surrounding 

• Potential and kinetic energy is neglected for all components 

• The required energy for water circulation in the external heat 
transferring loops is neglected  

• The heat loss from the components to the surroundings is neglected 

• The pressure drops in the line have been neglected 
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3 FUEL CELL 

Fuel cells are electrochemical converters. They convert chemical energy of fuel 
directly into electricity avoiding the intermediate steps in conventional energy 
converters. Also, power production process includes no moving part. Although fuel 
cells are expensive devices nowadays, the fuel cell inherent characteristics results in 
several advantages which make them a very promising energy technology for 
different applications, such as (EG&G technical services, Inc., 2004), 

• Efficiency: fuel cells produce electricity in one single step via 
electrochemical reactions. So, chemical energy of fuel is converted to 
electricity more efficiently than in conventional methods. In addition, fuel 
cells efficiency does not depend on their size, in other words, small systems 
are as efficient as large ones. Considering this and the fact that fuel cells 
efficiency is higher than conventional power plants, fuel cells are a 
promising technology for decentralized power generation. 

• Low or zero emission: if hydrogen is used as fuel, the only by-products will 
be pure water and heat. Hence, fuel cells are naturally zero emission 
devices making them attractive not only for outdoor applications like 
transportation but also several indoor applications. Nevertheless, compared 
to conventional energy conversion methods, these produced emissions are 
lower. 

• Silent operation: as it is mentioned before, fuel cells operate without any 
moving part; consequently they are inherently quiet devices. The other 
advantage of not having moving part is that they may have longer life time.  

• Simplicity: fuel cells are simple in concept. They are constructed repetitively 
with layers of three components namely, anode electrode, cathode 
electrode, and electrolyte, consequently their fabrication is simple. 
Accordingly, they have the potential to be mass produced at comparable 
cost to the conventional technologies. 

• Modularity: fuel cells are inherently modular. This means that more power 
can be produced simply by adding more single cells to the stack. 

Fuel cells can be classified in different ways; however, the most famous 
classification is based on the type of their electrolyte. Therefore, there are five 
different types of fuel cells (Larminie et al, 2003): 

• Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) uses a thin ion conductive 
polymer membrane as the electrolyte 

• Alkaline Electrolyte Fuel Cell (AFC) uses concentrated potassium hydroxide 
as the electrolyte. 

• Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC) uses concentrated phosphoric acid as the 
electrolyte. 
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• Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) uses a combination of alkali carbonates 
as the electrolyte. 

• Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) uses a solid nonporous metal oxide as the 
electrolyte.  

Also, fuel cells can be categorized based on their working temperature. In this 
case, they divided into two categories: low and high operating temperature. The first 
three types of fuel cell at previous classification work at low temperature while the 
last two have high operating temperature. Figure 3-1 illustrates operating principle 
and temperature of different types of fuel cells. 

 

Figure 3-1- operating principle and temperature of different types of fuel cell 
(www.doitpoms.ac.uk) 

Among different types of fuel cells, solid oxide fuel cells have the highest operating 
temperature which means that a great amount of high quality heat is available at 
exhaust. Moreover, high operating temperature makes direct use of liquid and 
gaseous hydrocarbons possible. Such systems are called internal reforming solid 
oxide fuel cell systems. Since in this case the fuel will be processed internally, no 
external fuel processing system is used; such systems are simpler and less 
expensive. Therefore, solid oxide fuel cells are an attractive prime mover for 
polygeneration systems.  

However, high operating temperature introduces some problem regarding the cell 
degradation as well as thermal expansion incompatibilities between different 
components of the cell. Hence, lower operating temperature may be beneficial. Low 
temperature solid oxide fuel cells (300-600 oC) provides a good solution to the above 
mentioned problems, while maintaining almost all the advantages of high 
temperature solid oxide fuel cells (Zhu, 2001). 

This chapter provides an overview of solid oxide fuel cell technology and 
afterwards the chemical and thermodynamic relations governing fuel cells will be 
described.  
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3.1 SOFC operation principle 

Different types of fuel, from hydrogen to light hydrocarbon fuels (liquid or gaseous) 
can be used in SOFCs directly. Also, carbon monoxide can be used and the 
corresponding reaction product will be carbon dioxide instead of water. Pure oxygen 
is typical oxidant which is used in fuel cells, though in most terrestrial applications air 
is used instead. Figure 3-2 shows operating principle of SOFCs. As it can be seen, a 
typical single cell consists of three main components (Bolmen et al., 1993): 

• Anode electrode: fuel oxidation occurs at this electrode. Therefore, the anode 
material must have a good activity for fuel oxidation under operating condition, 
while it must be stable in the reducing environment. It also should have high 
electronic conductivity and good porosity. 

• Electrolyte: since ions are transported through electrolyte, it should exhibit 
good ionic conductivity under operating condition. However, in order to avoid 
short circuit inside the cell, electrolyte material should have high electronic 
resistance. Moreover, this layer have to be dense enough to prevent reactants 
cross over. 

• Cathode electrode: oxygen is reduced at cathode electrode. Consequently, 
cathode materials should exhibit good activity for oxygen reduction under 
operation. On the contrary, cathode materials must be stable under oxidizing 
environment. Furthermore, this layer should have good conductivity and 
porosity.  

Fuel and oxidant are provided at anode and cathode electrodes, respectively 
(Figure 3-2). At cathode electrode, oxygen is reduced to form oxygen ions which 
further are transported through electrolyte to anode electrode. At anode fuel reacts 
with oxygen ions and as a result water (and/or carbon dioxide) and heat are 
produced. During this reaction, electrons are transported to cathode electrode via an 
external circuit where electrical power is produced (Singhal et al., 2003). 

 

Figure 3-2- operation principle of solid oxide fuel cell (electrochem.cwru.edu) 

In principle, fuel cells are like batteries. They both produce electricity via 
electrochemical reactions and have three main components. However, unlike 
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batteries, reactants should be provided continuously to the electrodes in order to 
have steady power production. In addition, fuel cell electrodes do not consume in the 
reactions as in batteries (Barbir, 2005). 

Since fuel cell needs fuel and oxidant continuously to produce electrical power, a 
typical fuel cell system requires several subsystems to operate properly. Figure 3-3 
shows a typical solid oxide fuel cell system for polygeneration applications. Such a 
system, generally, consists of solid oxide fuel cell stack, combustor, air preheater, 
fuel preheater, and heat exchanger for heat recovery. A blower provides required air 
at cathode operating condition. Thereafter, air is preheated at the heat exchanger by 
using cathode exhaust stream. Another blower is used to provide fuel at the anode 
operating pressure. Another blower can be used to feed the fuel to the fuel cell in 
cases that fuel is provided from the sources with low pressure or simply to cover the 
pressure losses in the fuel subsystem components. Like air, fuel is preheated before 
entering the anode compartment by using heat from anode exhaust gases. As it will 
describe later, fuel cell is always fed with more fuel and air than its demand. Hence, it 
is beneficial to have a combustor after fuel cell to burn excess unused fuel in the 
anode exhaust stream. Moreover, a heat exchanger (or several heat exchangers 
depend on the application) can be used to extract heat from exhaust stream for 
heating, providing domestic hot water, and/or other usages depend on the 
application.  

 

Figure 3-3- Schematic of typical solid oxide fuel cell system 

3.2 Reversible operating voltage 

In the fuel cell, the input and output energies are the chemical energies of 
reactants and products. The problem is that these chemical energies are not easily 
determined and can only be defined by using of “enthalpy” and “Gibbs free energy” 
terms.  

Fuel cell is an electrochemical energy converter which means that no combustion 
is occurred. So, fuel heating value cannot be used as measure of input energy to the 
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FC. Therefore, using of the Gibbs free energy in fuel cell is more appropriate. Gibbs 
free energy, as a result, is used as a measure for calculating the amount of chemical 
energy converted into the electrical power. Determining the amount of released 
energy, Gibbs free energy of formation, fG∆  must be estimated which is the 

difference between reactants (input) and products (output) Gibbs free energy: 

tanf f products f reac tsG G G− −∆ = −  (3-1) 

Where: 

f productsG − = Gibbs free energy of products, 

tanf reac tsG − = Gibbs free energy of reactants. 

The comparison between different conditions becomes easier, if these values are 
considered in molar basis. For example, in case of using hydrogen as fuel, the 
following reaction will occur in the fuel cell: 

2 2 22 2H O H O+ →  (3-2) 

Then, the Gibbs energy of formation for the above reaction will be: 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

2 2f f f fH O H O
g g g g∆ = − −  (3-3) 

Where, fg , is the molar Gibbs free energy of each material indicated in the subscript. 

The Gibbs free energy is, however, dependent on the operating temperature 
according to the following equation, 

.f ffg h T s= −  (3-4) 

Where, 

fh = enthalpy of formation at given temperature, 

fs = entropy of formation at given temperature. 

In the fuel cell, the operating temperature can be considered constant so: 

f ffg h T s∆ =∆ − ∆  (3-5) 
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The enthalpy and entropy of formation for the certain reaction can be defined in 
the same way as Gibbs free energy of the reaction, for example in case of hydrogen: 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

2 2f f f f
H O H O

h h h h∆ = − −  (3-6) 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

2 2f f f f
H O H O

s s s s∆ = − −  (3-7) 

However, the enthalpy and entropy of formation are in turn dependent on 
temperature according to the following equations: 

298.15

298.15
T

T

ph h C dT= + ∫  
(3-8) 

298.15

298.15

1
T

T

ps s C dT
T

= + ∫  
(3-9) 

Where, Th ,  Ts , 298.15h , 298.15s , are enthalpies and entropies of the given material 
at temperature T and standard temperature (298.15 K), respectively.  Enthalpy and 
entropy of formation of different materials at standard condition (1 bar, 298.15 K) can 
be found in appendix A. pC , is the molar heat capacity at constant pressure, which 
can be calculated at different temperature from experimental equations (Sonntag et 
al., 2002). More information can be found in appendix B. 

 In addition to the temperature, the Gibbs free energy is depending on operating 
pressure. Change of Gibbs free energy by pressure can be determined by using 
reactants and products partial pressure, according to the below equation as follow: 
(Larminie, 2003) 

tan
tano

f f

molsof reac ts
reac ts
molsof products
products

g g RT Ln
p
p

 
 ∆ = ∆ −
 
 

 (3-10) 

Where, 

fg∆ = molar Gibbs free energy at operating pressure and temperature, 

o

fg∆ = molar Gibbs free energy at operating temperature and standard pressure, 

tanreac tsp  = partial pressure of reactants, 

productsp = partial pressure of products. 
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 If there are no losses in the fuel cell then all of the Gibbs free energy will be 
converted into the electricity. Therefore, the reversible or theoretical open circuit 
voltage of the fuel cell can be estimated as: 

 
p
p

ln
nF
RTg

E
products

tan
reactants

o
f











+

∆−
=

∆−
= productsofmols

tsreacofmols
f

nFnF

g
 (3-11) 

Where, n is the amount of transferred electron per each mole of the fuel. Such 
voltage, also known as Nernst voltage, is the possible open circuit voltage existing at 
certain temperature and pressure. In other words, if there were no losses in fuel cell, 
the output voltage would be calculated from the above equation. According to this 
equation, the reversible voltage of a low-temperature solid oxide fuel cell with 
operating temperature of 550 oC using biogas (25% CH4, 25% H2, 25.1% CO2, and 
24.9% N2) as fuel will be 1.03 v. 

3.3 Voltage losses 

In the last section, an equation for calculating reversible voltage has been derived. 
However, ideal operation of fuel cells almost can never happen. Whenever an 
external load is introduced to the system the operating cell voltage will be decreased. 
Even at open circuit, the operating voltage is lower than the ideal voltage. Figure 3-4 
shows both the ideal and real voltage versus the current density of a typical solid 
oxide fuel cell operating at 550oC using biogas (25% CH4, 25% H2, 25.1% CO2, and 
24.9% N2) as fuel and air as oxidant. Some key points in this figure which is worth to 
notice are: 

• The open circuit voltage is smaller than the reversible voltage. 

• There is an initial fall at lower current densities. 

• The voltage then falls less rapidly and more linearly. 

• The voltage drops faster at higher current densities. 
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Figure 3-4-Ideal and real voltage versus current density 

From the (electro) chemical engineers point of view, the difference between actual 
and ideal operating voltage is the driver force for the reaction and therefore they call 
it “polarization” or “overpotentials”. On the other hand, mechanical and electrical 
engineers see this difference as the loss of voltage and power, and consequently 
they prefer to use “voltage losses”. However, they all refer to the same physical 
phenomena and each one of these terms may be used in this report from time to 
time. This voltage difference is caused by the following factors (Barbir, 2005): 

• Kinetic of the electrochemical reactions 

• Internal electrical and ionic resistance 

• Difficulties in getting the reactants to the reaction sites 

• Internal currents and/or cross-over of the reactants 

Therefore, the actual operating voltage can be determined by subtracting the 
effects of these factors from the reversible voltage as follow: 

losscell VEV −=  (3-12) 

Where, Vloss is the sum of the different voltage irreversibilities due to the activation, 
ohmic and concentration over potentials: 

conohmactloss VVVV ++=  (3-13) 
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The above mentioned overpotentials will be described in more detail at the 
following sections.  

3.3.1 Activation loss 

A proportion of generated voltage in an electrochemical reaction is used to 
overcome the activation energy barrier to transfer the charge from electrodes to 
electrolyte or vice versa. This voltage loss is called activation polarization and caused 
by the slowness of the electrochemical reactions. If a graph of overvoltage against 
log of current density is plotted, then for most values of overvoltage, the graph will be 
approximately linear. Such plots, also known as “Tafel plots”, are a simplified way to 
show the activation losses and can be defined by the Eq. (3-14) (Larminie et al., 
2003). 

)log(ibaVact +=  (3-14) 

Where, b, also known as Tafel slope, and, a, are defined as follow: 

 
F

RT
2.3b,)log(i

F
RT

-2.3 o αα nn
a ==  (3-15) 

Where, 

R= universal gas constant (8.3145 J/mol.K) 

T= operation temperature (K) 

n= number of transferred electrons per mole of fuel 

α= charge transfer coefficient (depends on the reaction 0-1.0) 

F= Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mol) 

io= exchange current density (A/cm2) 

Exchange current density is a measure of the electrochemical reaction kinetics. It 
is actually the rate of an electrochemical reaction in which the electrons are 
“released” and “consumed” simultaneously at the same rate. In other words, 
exchange current density refers to the rate of an electrochemical reaction at 
equilibrium (Barbir, 2005). Exchange current density is concentration and 
temperature dependence. It is also a function of electrode catalyst loading and 
catalyst specific surface area [6]. The exchange current density at any temperature 
and pressure is given by the following equation (Ghanbari Bavarsad, 2007): 
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Where, 
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R= pre-exponential factor of the electrode, A/m2 

Pr= reactant partial pressure, kpa 

Pr
ref= reference pressure at the corresponding electrode, kpa 

m= pressure coefficient 

EC= activation energy at the corresponding electrode, kJ/mol 

Therefore the anode and cathode exchange current densities will be: 
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Activation overvoltage also can be estimated from Butler-Vollmer equation which 
is quite often used as an equivalent alternative to the Tafel equation (Larminie et al., 
2003). 








 ∆
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(3-19) 

According to Eq. (3-14), it might be concluded that raising the operating 
temperature results in higher activation overvoltage. However, this is rarely the case 
since the effect of increase in exchange current density with temperature is far more 
dominant than in ‘a’ and consequently activation overvoltage decreases when 
temperature is increased. As a result, this type of loss is less important in high-
temperature fuel cells than in low- or medium-temperature fuel cells (Larminie et al., 
2003).  

The constants and parameters used for activation overpotential in this model can 
be found in appendix C. 

3.3.2 Ohmic loss 

Ohmic overpotential is cause by the electrodes and interconnectors resistance to 
the flow of electrons as well as the electrolyte resistance to the flow of ions. This 
voltage drop is linearly proportional to the current density and therefore, sometimes is 
called resistive losses. Ohmic loss is the simplest type of losses in fuel cells to 
understand and model which is evaluated on the basis of ohm’s law (Barbir, 2005), 

cellohm riV .=

 

(3-20) 
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Where, i, is the current density (mA.cm-2) and, r, is the area-specific resistance or 
ASR (kΩ.cm2) estimated as follow: 

∑=
j

jjcellr δρ .  (3-21) 

Where, 

ρ = material resistivity of each component (given in appendix D) 

δ = current flow length of each component  

Generally, resistance to the flow of ions through electrolyte contributes the most 
part of resistive losses comparing to the other components (Pålsson, 2002, Larminie 
et al., 2003, Barbir, 2005). However, in some literature it is suggested that 
interconnector resistance has the highest contribution in ohmic losses and is followed 
by the electrolyte. Since the material resistance increases exponentially with 
decrease in temperature, ohmic overvoltage will be higher at low operating 
temperature (Chan et al., 2002).  

3.3.3 Concentration loss 

Concentration polarization is due to the rapid consumption of the reactants in the 
electrochemical reaction so that gradients are established. Since this irreversibility is 
a result of insufficient transport of reactants to the electrode surface, it is sometimes 
called mass transport loss. Moreover, as the effects of concentration on fuel cell 
performance are modeled by the Nernst equation, it is also called “Nernstian” 
(Larminie et al., 2003).  

The extent of concentration change depends on the current density and physical 
factors of reactants supply systems. Whenever, the reactant is consumed faster than 
provided to the electrode surface, the surface concentration reaches zero. At such 
condition no reactant exists at the electrode surface and the corresponding current 
density, called limiting current density, is the highest possible value which a fuel cell 
can produce. Since the pressure would have reached zero in such condition, voltage 
loss due to the concentration polarization is estimated as follow (Barbir, 2005, Calise 
et al., 2006) 
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Where, 

il= Limiting current density 

D= Diffusion coefficient of the reacting species, cm2s-1 

CB= Bulk concentration of reactant, molcm3 

Dδ = diffusion distance, cm 

Yr
electrode= molar fraction of the reactant 

Pelectrode= pressure at the electrode, pa 

In such approach, however, the production and removal of reaction products and 
build-up of nitrogen in the oxidant supply subsystem are not taken in to account. In 
addition, some problems may arise when fuel cell is fed by air as oxidant rather than 
pure oxygen and/or mixture of hydrogen with other gasses (e.g. carbon dioxide) as 
fuel instead of pure hydrogen. Therefore, the following empirical equation is 
suggested in some literature for estimating the concentration losses.  

)exp(nimVcon =  (3-25) 

This equation gives a very good fit provided the constants, m, and, n are chosen 
properly. The value of, m, will typically be about 3×10-5V, and, n, about 8×10-3 

cm2mA-1 (Larminie et al., 2003, Barbir, 2005). 

3.4 Reactants consumption 

It is necessary to feed a fuel cell with proper amount of fuel and oxidant to produce 
desired electrical power. The following sections are dedicated to estimating the 
reactants consumption rate corresponding to a given electrical power. 

3.4.1 Fuel consumption 

Hydrogen is the primary fuel for the fuel cells. Thus, other fuels should be 
transformed to hydrogen at first. It can be done externally by using external reformers 
or internally by using internal reforming solid oxide fuel cell stacks (IRSOFC) design. 
The later solution attracts so much attention since such systems are not only less 
complicated but also less expensive. 

In anode compartment of IRSOFC, at first, fuel is reformed to hydrogen which in 
turn is used in electrochemical reaction. Considering biogas (here: 25% CH4, 25% 
H2, 25.1% CO2, and 24.9% N2) as fuel, two reactions take place simultaneously at 
anode, 

Reforming y: 2224 42 HCOOHCH +→+  
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Electrochemical z: OHOH 222 2
1

→+  

y and z are the molar flow rates of CH4 and H2, respectively, participating in the 
reactions. They can be estimated by solving a set of equation consisting of 
equilibrium constant, Kp, of the reactions: 

2
22
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)2()2)((

)4)((

24
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fuelOHCH

HCO
p +−+−

−++
=  (3-26) 

)4(
2Hf NyUy +=  (3-27) 

Where, N is the input molar flow rate of the material mentioned in the subscript, Uf 
is fuel utilization factor, and P is the operating pressure of the fuel cell. Fuel utilization 
factor is one of the important factors in fuel cells and is defined as the ratio between 
hydrogen usage in the reaction and input hydrogen to the anode compartment,  

input

usage
f H

H
U

−

−=
2

2  (3-28) 

Equilibrium constant of reforming reaction, Kp, can be estimated based on the 
Gibbs free energy at the operating temperature and standard pressure as follow 
(Sonntag et al., 2002), 

RT
G

K
o

p
∆

−=)ln(  (3-29) 

Once molar flow rates at equilibrium have been found, the amount of hydrogen 
usage in molar base or mass base can be calculated using Eq. (3-30) and Eq. (3-31), 
respectively (Larminie et al., 2003, Barbir, 2005). 
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3.4.2 Oxidant consumption 

Oxygen is the oxidant participated in electrochemical reaction in the cathode 
compartment. The amount of required oxygen to produce given power can be found 
through the following equations (Larminie et al., 2003, Barbir, 2005), 
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However, pure oxygen systems are mostly used in marine and space applications 
and in most terrestrial applications due to technical difficulties, safety concerns, and 
added size and weight of oxygen storage to the fuel cell system, air is used as 
oxidant. Air usage for production of a given electrical power can be estimated using 
Eq. (3-34) (Haseli et al, 2008). 

)/(1057.3 7 skg
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el
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−×=  (3-34) 

If the air supplied to the fuel cell stack in its exact stoichiometric ratio, then the 
cathode exhaust from the fuel cell will be completely devoid of any oxygen. In 
practice, it is not applicable and the air flow is supplied more than stoichiometric ratio 
(Larminie, 2003). So: 

usageinput AirAir .λ=  (3-35) 

λ is the stoichiometric rate with which air is fed to the fuel cell. Besides, in many 
applications (such as polygeneration), it is useful to know the flow rate of cathode 
exhaust. This amount is simply the difference between inlet air flow rate and oxygen 
usage, i.e. (Larminie, 2003): 

)/()1029.81057.3( 87 skg
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el
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−− ×−××= λ  (3-36) 

3.5 Electrical and heat production 

Once cell operating voltage is estimated, electrical power simply can be calculated 
by multiplying operating cell voltage by current which is extracted from the fuel cell. 

iVP cellel .=  (3-37) 

The irreversibilities in the fuel cell are transformed to heat. The heat generation in 
the fuel cell can be considered as the result of two types of irreversibility: entropy 
production, and voltage losses (Eq. (3-38)–Eq.(3-40) )  

)( cvgen sTQ σ+∆=  (3-38) 
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However, some part of this produced heat is used to provide the necessary heat 
for reforming reaction. Hence, the amount of heat which is used to heat up the 
products is the total generated heat minus the required heat for reforming (Eq. (3-41) 
and (3-42)). 

)24.(
4222 CHOHHCOr hhhhyQ −−+=  (3-41) 

rgen QQQ −=  (3-42) 

3.6 Efficiency 

Definition of fuel cell efficiency has its own complications and cannot be described 
easily, since the energy input and outputs are not so clear. As mentioned before, it is 
the “Gibbs free energy” that is converted into electrical energy. If there were no loss 
occurred, all of it will be converted to electricity and the efficiency will be 100%. 
However, there are several losses occurred in fuel cells and the Gibbs free energy 
itself changes with operating conditions, i.e., with temperature and pressure. All in all, 
defining fuel cell efficiency based on Gibbs free energy is not useful. 

Since fuels of the fuel cells are usually burnt to release their energy in 
conventional methods of power production, it would be reasonable to compare the 
produced electricity with the released heat of fuel combustion. In addition, such 
approach allows the better comparison of fuel cell efficiency with heat engines. The 
amount of released heat from the fuel combustion is called heating value of the fuel. 
Therefore, the fuel cell efficiency can be defined as: 

100
f

Electrical energy production
h

η = ×
−∆

 
(3-43) 

Where, fh−∆ , is the heating value of the given fuel. However, the above equation 
is not free from ambiguities in usage of heating value. There are two different values 
for heating value of a fuel: higher heating value, and lower heating value. The 
difference between these two types is caused by the heat of water vaporization. In 
order to eliminate this ambiguity, it should be noted that which one of these values 
are used in efficiency calculation.  
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4 MICRO GAS TURBINE 

Gas turbines (GT) increase the internal energy of the working fluid using chemical 
energy of the fuels and further use that internal energy to produce mechanical power 
in turbines and consequently electrical power via generators. Conventional gas 
turbines are usually ranged between one or a few MWe to 350 MWe (Injeti et al., 
2010). They can be used in wide range of application from insight power generation 
in industrial applications to large-scale power plants to cover users’ demands which 
are usually far from the power plant.  

However, as the distributed power generation technology gains more attention and 
interest, smaller gas turbine systems are required. Generally, gas turbines with 
electrical power production of less than 100 kW are called micro gas turbine (MGT) 
(Bohn, 2005). MGT range of power production results in some structural difference 
compare to conventional gas turbines such as, 

• Type of turbomachines 

• High rotational speed 

• Presence of recuperator 

This chapter provides brief introduction of MGT technology and governing 
equations of its components. 

4.1 Operating principle 

Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of a typical externally fired micro gas turbine 
system. Combustion chamber in externally fired system is located after turbine and 
its flue gas is used indirectly to heat up the working fluid before entering turbine. In 
such a system ambient air is compressed at compressor to the desired pressure 
level. Afterwards, the air will be heated by combustor flue gas in a recuperator to 
achieve required turbine inlet temperature. Turbine produces mechanical power by 
expanding high pressure hot air providing the necessary driving force for compressor 
and generator. Thereafter, the turbine exhaust air participates in combustion reaction 
at combustor to produce the required heat in recuperator. Additionally, a typical heat 
recovery system (e.g. heat exchanger, boiler, etc.) can be placed at the power unit 
outlet to use the flue gas heat for further usage such as space heating.  
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Figure 4-1- Schematic of typical externally fired micro gas turbine 

The data used in this modeling were extracted from compower’s “ET1oplus 
microCHP unit” which is available in the heat and power division, department of 
energy technology, KTH. Figure 4-2 shows the schematic of this system provided by 
the manufacturer company. This power unit uses an externally fired micro gas turbine 
as a core system to produce electricity and heat simultaneously. More information 
can be found in appendix E.  

 

Figure 4-2- Schematic of Compower’s ET10plus microCHP unit (Compower AB, 2009) 
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4.2 Compressor 

Compressor uses work to increase the working fluid pressure. Since gases are 
compressible fluids, compressors consume more work to raise pressure than pumps 
where a liquid is compressed to the same pressure. Compression of gases will result 
in temperature increase at the outlet depends on the compression efficiency and 
pressure ratio. Outlet temperature is higher in case of lower efficiencies and higher 
pressure ratios and estimated as below (www.compedu.net): 
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Where, 

Tout= temperature at the compressor outlet, K 

Tin= temperature at the compressor inlet, K 

ηsc= isentropic efficiency of the compressor 

Pout= pressure at the compressor outlet, bar 

Pin= pressure at the compressor inlet, bar 

kc= specific heat ratio of the working fluid during compression 

The isentropic efficiency of the compression process is defined as the ratio 
between ideal change in energy and actual change in energy between given inlet and 
outlet pressures. Ideal change is represented by an isentropic change of state 
between inlet and outlet, 
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Where, hout, and hin, respectively, refer to enthalpies of the working fluid at outlet 
and inlet of the compressor, while hout,s represents enthalpy at the compressor outlet 
in case of isentropic compression. 

The required work to compress a typical gas can be evaluated as follow: 
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gm& , is the mass flow of the compressed gas and, outinpC −,  is the mean constant 
pressure specific heat from inlet to outlet. 
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4.3 Turbine 

Turbines produce mechanical work by expanding hot pressurized gas which 
results in decrease of the temperature. Like compression, temperature at the end of 
expansion process depends on efficiency and pressure ratio. The following equation 
is usually used to estimate the outlet temperature of a typical turbine 
(www.compedu.net), 
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Where, 

Tout= temperature at the turbine outlet, K 

Tin= temperature at the turbine inlet, K 

ηsT= isentropic efficiency of the turbine 

Pout= pressure at the turbine outlet, bar 

Pin= pressure at the turbine inlet, bar 

KT= specific heat ratio of the working fluid during expansion 

The isentropic efficiency of an expansion process is defined as the ratio between 
actual change in energy and ideal change in energy as follow, 
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Where, h is the enthalpy of the working fluid at states mentioned in subscripts. 

The total power production in turbine can be found using equation (4-6). 
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However, in gas turbines with one driving shaft most of this produced power is 
consumed by compressor and only around 30-40% of it can be used for other 
purposes. Therefore, electrical net power output of gas turbine system is 
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( ) GcmTGTel PPP ηη .. −=  (4-7) 

Where, ηm and ηG, are mechanical and generator efficiency, respectively. 

4.4 Combustor 

Combustor or combustion chamber is the part of system where the fuel is 
supplied. It is assumed here that the combustible gases will be reacted with air 
100%. Therefore, there will be no unburned fuel at the combustor exhaust gases. 
Energy balance over combustor which includes adiabatic combustion process with no 
work or changes in kinetic or potential energy gives 

outoutfuelinin hmQhm .. && =+  (4-8) 

Where, inm& , outm& , hin, and hout are the mass and enthalpy of the inlet and outlet 
streams, respectively. Qfuel is the chemical energy of the input fuel to the combustor 
and calculated as below: 

fuelfuelfuel LHVmQ .&=  (4-9) 

LHVfuel is the lower heating value of the fuel used in combustion process and fuelm&  

is the fuel mass flow rate which is fed to the combustion chamber. 

4.5 Recuperator 

Recuperator is a heat exchanger which is used to recover heat from the products 
of combustion. Recuperator and all of the heat exchanger in this study are 
considered as counter flow type. The effectiveness of a typical counter flow heat 
exchanger is (Kreider et al., 2002,Masheiti, 2008) 
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Here, subscripts h and c refers to hot and cold streams and numbers 1 and 2 
refers to inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger, respectively. 

Energy balance over the heat exchanger results in the following equation, 

)()( 2112 hhhccc hhmhhm −=− &&  (4-11) 

Where, 

=cm&  Mass flow rate of the cold stream 
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=hm&  Mass flow rate of the hot stream 

hc1= Enthalpy of the cold stream at inlet 

hc2= Enthalpy of the cold stream at outlet 

hh1= Enthalpy of the hot stream at inlet 

hh2= Enthalpy of the hot stream at outlet 

Consequently, amount of exchanged heat between hot and cold streams in a 
typical heat exchanger depends on mass flow rate,m& , and enthalpy difference, h∆ , 
according to equation (4-12).  

hmQ ∆= .&  (4-12) 
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5 ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 

Refrigeration is a process of heat transfer from a low temperature environment to 
a high temperature environment, i.e., the refrigeration process is a method for 
lowering an object temperature. Generally, there are two refrigeration systems 
(Tesha, 2009): 

• Compression refrigeration system which utilize mechanical power and 
therefore is also called mechanically driven refrigeration system 

• Absorption refrigeration system, also known as heat driven refrigeration 
system, uses a heat source, for example, waste heat of the exhaust gases. 

Since large amount of high quality heat is available at solid oxide fuel cell exhaust 
gases, here, absorption refrigeration system is a favorable way for refrigeration. 
Hence, this chapter is dedicated to a brief introduction of such systems and its 
governing equations.   

5.1 Operating principle 

The most common principle of operation for simple absorption systems is based 
on principles first developed by the French scientist Ferdinand Carré (Granryd et al., 
2009). As it is shown in Figure 5-1, such system consists of: 

• Condenser, where the refrigerant is condensed to liquid and the heat 
is released to the high temperature environment. 

• Expansion device, where the pressure of the refrigerant liquid is 
reduced from condensing pressure to the pressure of evaporator 

• Evaporator, where the refrigerant evaporates and the required heat 
is supplied from the low temperature environment. 

• Absorber, where the refrigerant vapor is absorbed and forms a liquid 
solution. This process is exothermal and consequently the absorber 
must be cooled. 

• Pump, by which the pressure of solution leaving the absorber is 
elevated to the generator (condenser) pressure. 

• Generator, where the refrigerant is separated from the solution by 
“boiling” off the refrigerant from the solution. Thus, heat must be 
supplied for this process.  

• Regulating valve, where the pressure of strong solution (rich in LiBr) 
from the generator is reduced to the pressure of the absorber 
(evaporator). 

• Heat exchanger, to preheat the weak solution (poor in LiBr) from the 
absorber using heat from the hot strong solution from the generator 
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which results in decreasing operating heat demand, and thus higher 
efficiency. 

In the system, shown in Figure 5-1, the refrigerant vapor formed in the evaporator 
is absorbed to liquid form in the absorber. Thus pressure of the refrigerant is elevated 
in liquid form in the pump. Consequently, the power demand will be lower since liquid 
volume is much lower than the vapor volume. Afterwards, the refrigerant is separated 
from the liquid solution in generator using a heat source. The refrigerant vapor is 
condensed in the condenser where heat is released to the environment while “poor” 
refrigerant solution is returned to the absorber after preheating the “rich” solution in 
the heat exchanger. Therefore, there are two closed loop in this system, one for 
refrigerant and one for the liquid solution. 

 

Figure 5-1- Schematic of a typical absorption refrigeration system 

From the preceding it is obvious that a pair of working media is required in this 
cycle. The traditional combinations are the pair of ammonia-water and water-lithium 
bromide (H2O-LiBr). In the former combination ammonia is refrigerant and water is 
the absorption medium while in the latter combination water is the refrigerant and 
lithium bromide is the absorption medium (Granryd et al., 2009).  

As water and lithium bromide is widely used especially in conditioning absorption 
system, this pair of working media is considered in this project.  

5.2 Condenser 

The condenser task is to transfer heat from the refrigerant to the high temperature 
environment which in case of refrigeration application is usually outdoor air. The 
condensing pressure is assumed to be equal to the saturation pressure of the 
refrigerant at the given condensing temperature. Applying mass and energy balance 
over condenser results in: 
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routin mmm &&& ==  (5-1) 

)( outinr hhmQ −= &  (5-2) 

Where ���  is the refrigerant (water) mass flow rate.  

5.3 Evaporator 

In the evaporator heat is transformed from low temperature environment to the 
refrigerant resulting in evaporation of the refrigerant as well as cooling down the 
environment. The evaporation pressure is equal to the saturation pressure of the 
refrigerant at the given evaporation temperature. The amount of heat transfer in 
evaporator is estimated via mass and energy balance: 

routin mmm &&& ==  (5-3) 

)( inoutr hhmQ −= &  (5-4) 

5.4 Absorber 

Water vapor from evaporator outlet is absorbed by lithium bromide salt to form 
liquid, at this point. As mixtures are to be dealt in absorber, it might be beneficial to 
define a new concept to display the ratio between solution and refrigerant mass flow-
circulation ratio. Circulation ratio, which is defined as eq. (5-5), is the mass of mixture 
that must be circulated between absorber and generator in order to have 1 kg of 
refrigerant absorbed (Granryd et al., 2009).  
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=λ  (5-5) 

Where, ssm& , is the mass flow rate of strong solution. Thus, mass flow rates in the 
absorber can be estimated via the total mass balance over absorber and circulation 
ratio, 

 wsssr mmm &&& =+  (5-6) 

rcrwsrcrss mmmm &&&& )1(, λλ +==  (5-7) 

Circulation ratio also can be found based on the mass fractions of lithium bromide 
in weak solution, xws, and strong solution, xss, from mass balance for pure refrigerant: 
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As it was mentioned before, absorbing process is an exothermal reaction where 
the produced heat is determined as follow: 

( )[ ])( wssscrwsinra hhhhmQ −+−= λ&  (5-9) 

Where, 

hin= Enthalpy of water at absorber inlet, kJ/kg 

hss= Enthalpy of strong solution at absorber inlet, kJ/kg 

hws= Enthalpy of weak solution at absorber outlet, kJ/kg 

The enthalpy correlation for saturated LiBr-H2O solution is given by (El-Dessouky, 
2002): 
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T is the solution temperature, and ai, bi, and cij are the constants and their values 
are given in the appendix F. Appendix G includes the table of enthalpy of saturated 
LiBr solution as a function of temperature and LiBr mass fraction. 

5.5 Generator 

Generator is where the refrigerant is separated from solution via an endothermic 
process. To paraphrase, an external heat source is needed, for example SOFC 
exhaust gases, to separate water from the lithium bromide solution. Eq. (5-11) 
determines the amount of required heat in generator. The mass balance over 
generator is represented in eq. (5-12). 

( ) ( )[ ]wssscrwsinrg hhhhmQ −+−= λ&  (5-11) 

rssws mmm &&& +=  (5-12) 
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5.6 Pump 

Absorption refrigeration cycles operate between two different pressures. Thus, a 
pump is used to increase the solution pressure from absorber (evaporator) pressure 
to the generator (condenser) pressure. The required work of the pump is: 

( ) ( )inwsoutwsrcrp hhmW ,,1 −+= &λ  (5-13) 

Since the solution can be considered as incompressible fluid, the pump work can 
be rewritten as follow 

( ) ( )ecsolrcrp PPmW −+= νλ &1  (5-14) 

Where,  

Pc= Condenser pressure, pa 

Pe= Evaporator pressure, pa 

vsol= specific volume of the solution, m3/kg 

The specific volume of the LiBr solution is approximately 0.00055 m3/kg 
(Ramgopal, 2010). However, the pump work is small and can be neglected in most 
applications. Mass balance over solution pump is as below: 

wsoutin mmm &&& ==  (5-15) 

5.7 Solution heat exchanger 

As mentioned before, a heat exchanger is used to preheat the weak solution from 
absorber outlet before entering the generator using the heat of strong solution at the 
generator outlet. The benefit of this approach is that the operating heat demand will 
be lower which in turn results in higher efficiencies of the system. The conditions at 
inlets and outlets of the heat exchanger can be estimated using mass balance, 
energy balance and effectiveness of the heat exchanger (equations (5-16)-(5-18)). 

rcroutssinssrcroutwsinws mmmmmm &&&&&& λλ ==+== ,,,, ,)1(  (5-16) 
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5.8 Expansion valve 

There are two expansion valves in absorption cycle, one for reducing pressure of 
the solution in its way from generator and absorber and the other one is placed in the 
connecting line between condenser and evaporator. It is assumed that the expansion 
process in these valves is isenthalpic which means the enthalpy does not change 
through them. The mass and energy balances are given in the equations (5-19) and 
(5-20). 

routinssoutin mmmmmm &&&&&& ==== ,  (5-19) 

outrinroutssinss hhhh ,,,, , ==  (5-20) 

5.9 Coefficient of performance 

Coefficient of performance, COPh, is defined as the ratio between the achieved 
refrigeration capacity in the evaporator, Qe, and the necessary heating energy for its 
operation provided in generator, Qg,  
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COP =  (5-21) 

In another approach, COPh can roughly be estimated as (Granryd et al., 2009): 
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 (5-22) 

Where, 

r2= the latent heat of vaporization of the refrigerant in evaporator 

rh= the latent heat of vaporization of the refrigerant in generator 

inχ = the vapor content in the refrigerant at the evaporator inlet from the condenser 

L= latent heat of mixing for 1 kg of the refrigerant in the absorber solution. 

The latent heat of mixing is positive for all the suitable working pairs. In addition, 
variations of the latent heat are small for most media (l2≈lh). Consequently, COPh of 
simple cycle will be lower than 1 which is considerably lower compared to a 
compression refrigeration cycle operating at the same condition (e.g., 0.8 as 
compared to 3-5).  
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6 POLYGENERATION SYSTEMS 

As mentioned before, polygeneration means producing more than one product 
simultaneously from a single fuel source. Therefore, the total efficiency is higher 
while less emission is produced in such systems. Hence, polygeneration is a 
promising technology to meet the user demands regarding energy security and 
controlling global warming. Three different polygeneration systems for space heating 
and cooling and providing hot domestic water are introduced in this chapter: 

• Polygeneration system based on fuel cell 

• Polygeneration system based on atmospheric SOFC/MGT hybrid 

• Polygeneration systems based on pressurized SOFC/MGT hybrid 

The parameters used to model these systems can be found in appendix H. 

6.1 Polygeneration system based on fuel cell 

Figure 6-1 illustrates a schematic of a solid oxide fuel cell polygeneration system 
to meet the heating and cooling demands of users. This system consists of solid 
oxide fuel cell system, absorption refrigeration system and several heat exchangers. 
The Polygeneration system designed so that it meets user cooling and domestic hot 
water demands in hot season while provides space heating and domestic hot water 
in cold season. 

Air and fuel are fed to the fuel cell stack after preheating using the cathode and 
anode exhaust, respectively (HEX1 and HEX2). A combustor is placed after SOFC 
system to burn unused fuel and air in the fuel cell outlets. Additionally, more useful 
heat is produced for further usage in the combustor. Although this system is designed 
in a way that no extra fuel is added to the combustor in nominal operation, a few 
amount of fuel may be required during start up procedure.  

Combustion products then are used to provide the required heat for the 
refrigeration system (HEX3) or space heating (HEX4). A valve is located before the 
heat exchangers to change the direction of the hot gases flow whenever cooling is 
not needed or vice versa. Water is used as an intermediate medium to transport 
required heat for refrigeration system operation from heat exchanger 3 to the 
generator. Operating principle of absorption refrigeration systems is described in 
section 5.1. 

The space heating system is assumed to be all-water. So, the water is heated up 
in the heat exchanger 4 to reach the desired temperature which in modern systems is 
about 55 oC (Jonsson et al., 2005). Afterwards, the exhaust gases enter another heat 
exchanger (HEX5) providing domestic hot water to meet the user demands before 
discharging to the environment. It is assumed that the discharge temperature is 
constant and equals to 80 oC.  
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Figure 6-1- Schematic of a polygeneration system with solid oxide fuel cell as prime mover 

6.2 Polygeneration system based on atmospheric SOFC/MGT hybrid 

Schematic of an atmospheric SOFC/MGT polygeneration system is shown in 
Figure 6-2. Such system is designed so that it can be used all year around by 
providing space cooling and heating and domestic hot water whenever they are 
needed. This system consists of micro gas turbine (MGT) subsystem, solid oxide fuel 
cell (SOFC) subsystem, absorption refrigeration subsystem, and three heat 
exchangers. 

Whereas fuel subsystem is similar to the last polygeneration system described in 
section 6.1, air is provided by a micro gas turbine. First, air is compressed in a 
compressor to elevate its pressure. After that, the pressurized air enters the 
recuperator where its temperature raises to the desired turbine inlet temperature. The 
necessary heat in the recuperator is provided by the hot exhaust gases from 
combustor. This high pressure high temperature air, then, is expanded in a turbine 
providing the required work for compressor and generating electrical power via a 
generator. The mass flow of the air might be much more than what is actually needed 
in the fuel cell to produce a given electrical power. If all of the air is fed to the fuel cell, 
big flow filed at the cathode side will be needed which results in bigger fuel cell in 
size and weight and higher pressure losses in the SOFC system. Therefore, the 
turbine exhaust stream splits into two streams, one is fed to the fuel cell cathode after 
preheating by cathode exhaust (HEX2) and the other one bypasses the fuel cell and 
directly enters the combustor. The anode exhaust from the fuel cell, further, is mixed 
with the cathode exhaust and bypassed air in the combustor. It is worth to mention 
that some extra fuel may be needed in here to provide the required heat for the 
recuperator. Similar to the last polygeneration system, the exhaust gases are used to 
provide heat for space heating and cooling and domestic hot water. Again, a valve is 
located before the heat exchangers to bypass the refrigeration system whenever 
cooling is not needed. 
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Figure 6-2- Schematic of an atmospheric SOFC/MGT polygeneration system 

6.3 Polygeneration system based on pressurized SOFC/MGT hybrid 

Figure 6-3 shows another way of integration of solid oxide fuel cell and micro gas 
turbine. Although the components are the same as the atmospheric SOFC/MGT 
system, fuel cell operates at elevated pressure and therefore such integration is 
called pressurized.  

Unlike ASOFC/MGT system, the exhaust air from compressor directly enters the 
fuel cell.  However, a valve is placed before air preheater to bypass the extra air 
directly to the combustor. Again, the fuel cell exhaust streams enter combustor after 
preheating the anode and cathode inlet streams in heat exchanger 1 and 2, 
respectively. In this system the combustion products are expanded in the turbine to 
produce mechanical work. Part of the turbine work is used in compressor and the rest 
is used for electrical power generation. Similar to ASOFC/MGT extra fuel might be 
needed in the combustor to ensure that the turbine inlet temperature is reached. Like 
the other described systems, the heat of exhaust gases further are used to provide 
space cooling and heating (indirectly via refrigeration system) and domestic hot water 
(HEX3, HEX4, HEX5).  
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Figure 6-3- schematic of a pressurized SOFC/MGT polygeneration system 
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7 RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 

In this chapter, first the fuel cell model is evaluated using experimental data and 
then the effects of important parameters like pressure and temperature on its 
performance is investigated. Afterwards, effects of operating parameters like 
temperature and fuel utilization factor on performance of each polygeneration system 
are studied. Finally, performance of these three systems is compared, in case of 
power production and efficiency, together at the end of this chapter. Please note that 
the following results are driven considering biogas (25% CH4, 25% H2, 25.1% CO2, 
and 24.9% N2) as fuel and air as oxidant. It is considered also that fuel cell generates 
its nominal power (5 Kwel) at 0.6 v. the operating temperature and pressure are 
assumed to be 550 oC and 1 bar, respectively. The fuel utilization factor is considered 
to be 85%. The list of model parameters can be found in appendix H.  

It is also worth to mention that the combined heat and power (CHP) refers to 
space heating and providing hot domestic water along with electrical power 
production while combined cooling and power (CCP) refers only to space cooling and 
electrical power production. Also, combined cooling, heating and power (CCHP) 
implies to space cooling and providing hot domestic water and electrical power 
production. 

7.1 Fuel cell model 

The solid oxide fuel cell model is evaluated comparing the theoretical polarization 
curve and power output with the experimental ones. As it can be seen in Figure 7-1, 
in the normal operating range of fuel cell (300-800 mA/cm2 equivalents to 0.6-0.7 v) 
the experimental and theoretical curves overlap perfectly. However, in the smaller 
current densities there is a difference between the model and experimental results 
due to the lack of knowledge about constants used in the activation overvoltage 
calculations. Such constants greatly depend on the electrode materials and type of 
reactants that are used in the fuel cell stack and therefore more accurate 
experiments should be performed to find these constants.  

 

Figure 7-1- Theoretical vs. experimental voltage and power (550 oC, 1 bar, Uf: 85%) 
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As mentioned before, heat is produced in the fuel cell as well due to irreversibilities 
(section 3.5) which is used to raise the temperature of fuel cell outlet streams. 
Nevertheless, some of this heat is consumed internally to reform methane content of 
the biogas into the hydrogen. Figure 7-2 shows both fuel cell heat generation and net 
heat generation which is the produced heat in the electrochemical reactions minus 
internal heat consumption. As it can be inferred, at small current densities (smaller 
than 200 mA/cm2) the generated heat is not enough for the reforming reaction and 
consequently some kind of external heat should be used in this range. In other 
approach, external reformer may be used at the small current densities. 

 

Figure 7-2- SOFC heat generation (550 oC, 1 bar, Uf: 85%) 

The effect of operating temperature (500, 550, and 600 oC) on fuel cell 
performance, power and heat generation and efficiency, are illustrated in Figure 7-3, 
Figure 7-4, and Figure 7-5, respectively. As the working temperature increases the 
overpotentials decrease. In other words, the higher the working temperature, the 
higher the fuel cell operating voltage. Therefore, the generated electrical power is 
higher (Figure 7-3) while the heat production is lower (Figure 7-4) at higher 
temperatures. Consequently the efficiency is higher at higher temperatures as seen 
in Figure 7-5. However, since the results are driven considering constant generation 
of electrical power (5 Kwel), this change in efficiency is not considerable. 

 

Figure 7-3- Effect of operating temperature on SOFC performance (1 bar, Uf: 85%) 
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Figure 7-4- Effect of operating temperature on SOFC heat generation (1 bar, Uf: 85%) 

 

Figure 7-5- Effect of operating temperature on SOFC efficiency (1 bar, Uf: 85%) 

Also, the effect of operating pressure on solid oxide fuel cell has been investigated 
(1, 2, 3 bar). In the solid oxide fuel cells, according to equation (3-11), higher 
pressures result in higher reversible voltages. Thus, voltage losses are subtracted 
from a higher value resulting in higher operating voltage. As a result fuel cell 
produces higher electrical power at higher pressures, see Figure 7-6. To this end, the 
efficiency of fuel cell is slightly higher at elevated pressures as seen in Figure 7-8. 
Pressure also results in minor increase in net heat generation of the fuel cell due to 
increase of entropy contribution (Figure 7-7). However, as it can be inferred from the 
related figures, the effect of operating pressure is not dominant comparing to the 
effect of working temperature. 
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Figure 7-6- Effect of operating pressure on SOFC performance (550 oC,  Uf: 85%) 

 

Figure 7-7- Effect of operating pressure on SOFC heat generation (550 oC, Uf: 85%) 

 

Figure 7-8- Effect of operating pressure on SOFC efficiency (550 oC, Uf: 85%) 
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Finally, the effect of fuel utilization factor on heat generation and efficiency is 
illustrated in Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10, respectively. Please note that since constant 
power production has been considered, variation of this factor does not have any 
effect on power production here. Nevertheless, lower utilization factor means that 
smaller portion of input fuel will be used in the electrochemical reaction. Hence, the 
required heat for reforming reaction is lower and as a result the net heat production is 
higher at lower fuel utilization factor. In addition, the lower factor means that higher 
fuel should be fed to the fuel cell to produce the same electrical power. Therefore, as 
it is illustrated in Figure 7-10, the efficiency is lower at smaller utilization factors 
because the same electrical power is produced by larger fuel input. In other words, 
the higher the fuel utilization factor, the higher the efficiency.  

 

Figure 7-9- Effect of fuel utilization factor on SOFC heat generation (550 oC, 1 bar) 

 

Figure 7-10- Effect of fuel utilization factor on SOFC efficiency (550 oC, 1 bar) 
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7.2 Solid oxide fuel cell polygeneration system 

Figure 7-11 show the effect of fuel utilization factor on electrical, heating and 
cooling power of the solid oxide fuel cell polygeneration system. As at lower fuel 
utilization factors larger portion of fuel leave the anode unused, there are more fuel in 
combustion chamber to burn. Thus, higher amount of heat is available at the heat 
exchangers for heating and/or cooling. So, the heating and cooling power decrease 
by increase in fuel utilization factor. Again, since it is assumed that the fuel cell 
system always produces its nominal power (5 kWel) at any condition, the electrical 
power is unchanged. 

 

Figure 7-11- Effect of fuel utilization factor on heating and cooling power (550 oC, 1 bar) 

As mentioned before, the heating power decreases by increasing the utilization 
factor. Therefore, it is expected to have lower heating efficiencies in such conditions 
(see Figure 7-12). Other result of using most of the fuel input in the fuel cell (high 
utilization factor) is that for producing a given electrical power smaller fuel input is 
required than at low utilization factors and consequently the electrical efficiency 
increase (Figure 7-12). 

 

Figure 7-12- Effect of fuel utilization factor on electrical and heating efficiency (550 oC, 1 bar) 
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Effect of fuel utilization factor variation on combined heat and power (CHP), 
combined cooling and power (CCP), and combined heating and cooling and power 
(CCHP) efficiencies is also investigated. The former one, as it can be seen in Figure 
7-13, decrease which might be because of the more dominant reduction of heating 
efficiency than electrical efficiency growth. Similarly, the CCP efficiency has the 
descending tendency but with a smaller slope. Considering hot domestic water in the 
CCP system, this tendency is even lower (CCHP efficiency). 

 

Figure 7-13- Effect of fuel utilization factor on combined efficiencies (550 oC, 1 bar) 

Figure 7-14 till Figure 7-16 show the effect of operating pressure on the SOFC 
polygeneration performance. As mentioned in the last section, at higher operating 
pressures fuel cell produces more heat which means higher temperature of the 
exhaust gases. Hence there is more heat available to use in the system heat 
exchangers and consequently heating and cooling powers are higher (Figure 7-14). 
As a result the heating efficiency is larger at elevated pressures (Figure 7-15). On the 
other hand, increase of air and fuel blowers’ power consumption compromise the fuel 
cell efficiency growth and the electrical efficiency of the system decreases as it is 
illustrated in Figure 7-15. Because of this considerable reduction of electrical 
efficiency, the CHP, CCP, and CCHP efficiencies decrease gradually according to 
Figure 7-16. 
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Figure 7-14- Effect of operating pressure on performance of SOFC polygeneration (550 oC, 
Uf: 85%) 

 

Figure 7-15- Effect of operating pressure on electrical and heating efficiency (550 oC, Uf: 
85%) 

 

Figure 7-16- Effect of operating pressure on combined efficiencies (550 oC, Uf: 85%) 
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The last parameter which its effect on polygeneration system is investigated is the 
operating temperature of the SOFC. The higher operating temperature of the fuel cell 
results in higher temperature of the exhaust gases and consequently higher amount 
of usable heat for heating and/or cooling is available in the exhaust stream. In other 
words the heating and cooling powers increase as it is illustrated in Figure 7-17. As a 
result the heating efficiency increases as well (Figure 7-18). Although the electrical 
power is almost remains constant due to the constant power production, the CHP, 
CCP and CCHP efficiencies increase gradually due to higher heating and cooling 
power production at higher temperatures (see Figure 7-18 and Figure 7-19). 

 

Figure 7-17- Effect of operating temperature on performance of SOFC polygeneration (1 bar, 
Uf: 85%) 

 

Figure 7-18- Effect of operating temperature on electrical and heating efficiency (1 bar, Uf: 
85%) 
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Figure 7-19- Effect of operating temperature on combined efficiencies (1 bar, Uf: 85%) 

7.3 Atmospheric SOFC/MGT polygeneration system 

The effect of several parameters namely: fuel utilization factor, fuel cell operating 
temperature, compressor pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature on 
performance of the polygeneration system based on atmospheric solid oxide fuel cell 
integrated with micro gas turbine has been investigated. 

The effect of fuel utilization factor at the anode compartment of the fuel cell on 
power production of the system is shown in Figure 7-20. At higher utilization factor 
smaller amount of input fuel is required to produce a certain electrical power; i.e., the 
mass flow rate of input fuel which is fed to the anode electrode will be lower. So, the 
electrical power consumption of the fuel blower is lower at higher fuel utilization factor 
which may be the reason of slight growth in the electrical power production of the 
system. On the other hand, higher utilization factor means lower amount of unused 
fuel at the anode exhaust which can be burned in the combustor. Therefore, less 
heat is produced in the combustion chamber for further usage. This reason may 
describe the reduction of heating and cooling powers in Figure 7-20.  

Nevertheless such decrease in heating and cooling is mostly compromised by 
lower rate of fuel input to the system and consequently heating efficiency of the 
system varies very slightly which is negligible (Figure 7-21). However, the 
simultaneous increase of electrical power generation and decrease of input fuel mass 
flow rate causes the dramatic growth of electrical efficiency of the system which can 
be seen in Figure 7-21. Such increase is large enough to cancel out the effect of 
descending heating and cooling powers and consequently the combined efficiencies 
of the system (CHP, CCP, and CCHP) increase gradually (see Figure 7-22). 
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Figure 7-20- Effect of fuel utilization factor on system performance of ASOFC/MGT (Tfc: 550 
oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

 

Figure 7-21- Effect of fuel utilization factor on electrical and heating efficiency of 
ASOFC/MGT (Tfc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 
oC) 

 

Figure 7-22- Effect of fuel utilization factor on combined efficiencies of ASOFC/MGT (Tfc: 550 
oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 
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Figure 7-23 shows the electrical, heating, and cooling powers of ASOFC/MGT 
polygeneration system at different temperature. Such change results in increase of 
electrical power production since fuel cell performance is better at higher temperature 
(see section 7.1). In addition, high operating temperatures of the fuel cell refers to 
higher temperature of the exhaust gases from the fuel cell meaning that the gases 
have higher heat content. So, a growth in system heating and cooling power 
production is expected (Figure 7-23). Although all the powers (electrical, heating, and 
cooling) increase with the operating temperature, this growth is not considerable in 
kW scale. Therefore, the electrical and heating efficiencies slightly increase at higher 
operating temperature (Figure 7-24). The variations of combined efficiencies of the 
system are negligible, according to Figure 7-25. 

 

Figure 7-23- Effect of operating temperature on system performance of ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

 

Figure 7-24- Effect of operating temperature on electrical and heating efficiency of 
ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 
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Figure 7-25- Effect of Operating temperature on combined efficiencies of ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

The effect of compressor pressure ratio on the performance of ASOFC/MGT 
polygeneration system is also investigated. As it can be seen in Figure 7-26, 
increasing the pressure ratio (to 3 bars) results in initial growth of electrical power 
production following by a slightly descending trend. The reason might be the 
considerable increase of turbine power production because of higher turbine inlet 
pressure. On the other hand, as the pressure ratio increases the power consumption 
of the compressor will be higher which compromise the growth of turbine power 
production at pressure ratios higher than 3 bars. In addition, the higher the 
compressor pressure ratio, the higher the compressor outlet temperature. Hence, 
less heat is required at the recuperator to achieve the necessary turbine inlet 
temperature meaning that higher amount of heat is available for further usage 
(heating and cooling). In other words, the higher the pressure ratio, the higher the 
heating and cooling powers (Figure 7-26). 

Figure 7-27 illustrates the electrical and heating efficiencies of the polygeneration 
system versus compressor pressure ratio. As it was expected the heating efficiency 
undergoes a dramatic increase with increase of pressure ratio while electrical 
efficiency increase initially and almost remains constant at higher pressure ratios. 
This may also describe the gradual increase of combined efficiencies of the system in 
Figure 7-28. 
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Figure 7-26- Effect of compressor pressure ratio on system performance of ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, Tfc: 550 

oC, TIT: 600 oC) 

 

Figure 7-27- Effect of compressor pressure ration on electrical and heating efficiency of 
ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Tfc: 550 

oC, TIT: 600 oC) 

 

Figure 7-28- Effect of compressor pressure ratio on combined efficiencies of ASOFC/MGT 
(Uf: 85%, Tfc: 550 

oC, TIT: 600 oC) 
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Finally, the effect of turbine inlet temperature on the polygeneration system 
performance is studied as well. Turbine inlet temperature (TIT) is an important 
parameter and should be controlled carefully. Lower inlet temperature may 
deteriorate the turbine power production while higher temperatures may cause 
severe damage to the turbine.  

The electrical power, heating power, and cooling power increase with turbine inlet 
temperature according to Figure 7-29. Since the temperature difference over the 
turbine increase by rising the inlet temperature, the electrical power production is 
higher, according to the first law of the thermodynamics. So, the higher the turbine 
inlet temperature, the higher the turbine electrical power production. Also, since the 
recuperator is a heat exchanger the hot stream outlet temperature should always be 
higher than the cold stream outlet temperature. Therefore, the exhaust gases outlet 
temperature will be higher and consequently more heat exists for heating and cooling 
purposes. As a result the heating and cooling powers increase (Figure 7-29). The 
growth of power results in gradual increase of electrical and heating efficiencies and 
consequently combined efficiencies of the system (Figure 7-30 and Figure 7-31). 
However, as mentioned before, the turbine materials set a limit to the maximum 
possible inlet temperature and input gases with temperature higher than that may 
cause severe damage. 

 

Figure 7-29- Effect of turbine inlet temperature on performance of ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Tfc: 
550 oC, Pc: 3 bar) 
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Figure 7-30- Effect of turbine inlet temperature on electrical and heating efficiency of 
ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Tfc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar) 

 

Figure 7-31- Effect of turbine inlet temperature on combined efficiencies of ASOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, T fc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar) 

7.4 Pressurized SOFC/MGT polygeneration system 

Similar to the ASOFC/MGT polygeneration system, effects of four different 
operating parameters on performance of polygeneration system based on 
pressurized solid oxide fuel cell integrated with micro gas turbine (PSOFC/MGT) are 
investigated. 

Like the two other polygeneration system, by increasing the fuel utilization factor, 
the electrical power production of the system increase gradually while the heating 
and cooling powers are reduced, according to Figure 7-32. The reason of such trends 
is that at lower fuel utilization factor the amount of unused fuel at the anode outlet is 
higher and therefore more fuel is burned in the combustion chamber. So, more heat 
is produced at the combustor and consequently heating and cooling powers of the 
polygeneration system will be higher. On the other hand, since smaller portion of the 
fuel contributes in the electrochemical reactions in such conditions, more fuel should 
be fed to the fuel cell to produce a given electrical power. This will results in higher 
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power consumption of the fuel blower and consequently the net electrical power will 
decrease. In other words, the lower the fuel utilization factor, the lower the electrical 
power of the system. 

 

Figure 7-32- Effect of fuel utilization factor on electrical, heating, and cooling power of 
PSOFC/MGT (Tfc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 
oC) 

Figure 7-33 shows the variation of electrical and heating efficiencies with the fuel 
utilization factor. As it was expected, since the electrical power generation of the 
system increase and the input fuel decrease at the same time, the electrical 
efficiency experiences a dramatic growth. Heating efficiency, on the other hand, 
decrease slightly. It may be the result of compromise between the effects of heating 
power reduction and impacts of lower input flow rate of fuel to the system. All the 
combined efficiencies (CHP, CCP, and CCHP) increase gradually as the growth in 
electrical power production is more dominant than reduction in heating and cooling 
powers (Figure 7-34). 

 

Figure 7-33- Effect of fuel utilization factor on electrical and heating efficiency of 
PSOFC/MGT (Tfc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 
oC) 
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Figure 7-34- Effect of fuel utilization factor on combined efficiencies of PSOFC/MGT (Tfc: 550 
oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

As it can be seen in Figure 7-35, increase in operating temperature of the fuel cell 
results in slight increase of electrical, heating, and cooling powers. In the 
PSOFC/MGT configuration, as described in section 6.3, the turbine is located after 
the fuel cell stack. So, the higher working temperature of the fuel cell, that means 
higher temperature of the anode and cathode exhausts, results in higher temperature 
at the turbine inlet. Consequently, the power turbine operates at larger temperature 
differences and produces more power. In addition more heat will be available at 
exhaust gases for producing heating and cooling powers. Although, the system 
efficiencies (electrical, heating, CHP, CCP, and CCHP) experience a slight increase, 
the changes are negligible (Figure 7-36 and Figure 7-37). 

 

Figure 7-35- Effect of operating temperature on system performance of PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 
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Figure 7-36- Effect of operating temperature on electrical and heating efficiency of 
PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

 

Figure 7-37- Effect of operating temperature on combined efficiencies of PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

Figure 7-38 illustrates the system performance versus compressor pressure ratio 
variation. Similar to the ASOFC/MGT system, the electrical power increases initially 
and then descends slightly. Although in this system compressor outlet is not entering 
turbine directly, the pressure losses in the fuel cell, heat exchangers and combustor 
are small enough to consider that the outlet compressor pressure and turbine inlet 
pressure are the same. Therefore, by increasing the compressor pressure ratio the 
turbine inlet pressure increases and consequently the turbine operates at higher 
pressure ratio resulting in higher power production. Nevertheless this higher power 
production will be compromised by higher power consumption of the compressor 
(higher than 3 bars). On the other hand, the larger the turbine pressure ratio, the 
lower the turbine outlet temperature (equation 4-4). So, heating and cooling powers 
will reduce. Expectedly, the heating efficiency decreases while the electrical 
efficiency increases (Figure 7-39). However, decrease in heating and cooling 
compromise the increase in electrical power resulting in reduction of combined 
efficiencies of the polygeneration system, according to Figure 7-40. 
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Figure 7-38- Effect of compressor pressure ratio on performance of PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, 
Tfc: 550 

oC, TIT: 600 oC) 

 

Figure 7-39- Effect of compressor pressure ratio on electrical and heating efficiency of 
PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Tfc: 550 

oC, TIT: 600 oC) 

 

Figure 7-40- Effect of compressor pressure ratio on combined efficiencies of PSOFC/MGT 
(Uf: 85%, Tfc: 550 

oC, TIT: 600 oC) 
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Finally, the effects of turbine inlet temperature on performance of PSOFC/MGT 
polygeneration system are studied. Figure 7-41 illustrates the polygeneration system 
performance trends with the change of turbine inlet temperature. As seen here, all 
the produced powers (electrical, heating, and cooling) increase with turbine inlet 
temperature. Since the temperature difference over the turbine increase by rising the 
inlet temperature, the electrical power production is higher, according to the first law 
of the thermodynamics. So, the higher the turbine inlet temperature, the higher the 
turbine electrical power production. Also, for the same turbine pressure ratio the 
higher inlet temperature means higher turbine outlet temperatures. Therefore, the 
exhaust gases outlet temperature will be higher and consequently more heat exists 
for heating and cooling purposes. As a result the heating and cooling powers 
increase (Figure 7-41). The growth of power results in gradual increase of electrical 
and heating efficiencies and consequently combined efficiencies of the system 
(Figure 7-42 and Figure 7-43). However, as mentioned before, the turbine materials 
set a limit to the maximum possible inlet temperature and input gases with 
temperature higher than that may cause severe damage. 

 

Figure 7-41- Effect of turbine inlet temperature on performance of PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, Tfc: 
550 oC, Pc: 3 bar) 

 

Figure 7-42- Effect of turbine inlet temperature on electrical and heating efficiency of 
PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 85%, T fc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar) 
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Figure 7-43- Effect of turbine inlet temperature on combined efficiencies of PSOFC/MGT (Uf: 
85%, T fc: 550 

oC, Pc: 3 bar) 

7.5 Comparison 

In the previous sections the effects of some operating parameters like operating 
temperature and fuel utilization factor on performance of polygeneration system were 
investigated. In the current section the performance of these three polygeneration 
system is compared together. 

Table 7-1 lists the performance of polygeneration systems based on solid oxide 
fuel cell, atmospheric solid oxide fuel cell/micro gas turbine integration, and 
pressurized solid oxide fuel cell integrated with micro gas turbine. The operating 
temperature and utilization factor are assumed to be 550 oC and 85 %, respectively. 
In case of integrations of solid oxide fuel cell with micro gas turbine, the compressor 
pressure ratio was set to 3 bar(a) and turbine inlet temperature considered to be 600 
oC.  

As it can be seen, the performance of ASOFC/MGT is higher than SOFC 
polygeneration system while the system performance of pressurized SOFC/MGT is 
the highest. The reason is that by integrating two power generation systems the net 
electrical power increase along with the heating and cooling powers. Therefore it is 
expected to have higher performance in the hybrid systems than using sole SOFC 
system. In the pressurized system the compressed hot air enters directly to the fuel 
cell stack while in an atmospheric system the exhaust air from turbine enters the fuel 
cell stack which results in lower operating pressures of the fuel cell. According to 
section 7.1, fuel cell operating at elevated pressure has higher performance. Hence, 
the pressurized integration has better performance than atmospheric one. However, 
the working pressure cannot rise too much due to the sealing problems of SOFC 
stack which can occur at high pressure.  

Since in the fuel cell system very small part of fuel is combusted in the combustion 
chamber, the emission of this system will be the lowest among these three systems. 
While in the atmospheric system the operating pressure of micro gas turbine is 
uncoupled from the SOFC operating pressure and therefore it can be chose over a 
wide range. Whereas, the advantage of higher performance of pressurized system is 
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the possibility of a compact design. So, the best polygeneration should be designed 
based on its application and the user demands. 

Table 7-1- Comparison of three polygeneration system performance (Uf: 85%, T fc: 550 
oC, Pc: 3 bar, TIT: 600 

oC) 

 
SOFC ASOFC/MGT PSOFC/MGT 

Pel (kW) 5 6.7 7.7 

Pheat (kW) 2.5 19.8 37.3 

Pcooling (kW) 1.0 7.0 16.3 

<CHP (%) 70.45 82.18 92.56 

<CCP (%) 56.3 61.4 67.37 

<CCHP (%) 64.1 74.8 81.2 
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8 CONCLUSION 

Three different polygeneration systems for space heating, cooling, and providing 
hot domestic water have been modeled mathematically using MATLAB (version 
7.12.0.635). Also, the fuel cell model has been evaluated using experimental data. 
Comparing the experimental and fuel cell model results shows great agreement. 

 In addition, the effects of some operating parameters on performance of 
polygeneration systems have been investigated. In case of solid oxide fuel cell 
polygeneration system, the results show that by increasing the fuel utilization factor 
and operating pressure of the fuel cell the combined efficiencies of the 
polygeneration system drop gradually while increasing the operating temperature 
results in higher performance of the system and the efficiencies are slightly higher. 
On the other hand, increasing the fuel cell operating temperature and fuel utilization 
factor has positive effect on combined efficiencies of ASOFC/MGT and PSOFC/MGT 
polygeneration systems.  

Besides, the effect of compressor pressure ratio on ASOFC/MGT and 
PSOFC/MGT polygeneration systems has been studied. Although the former one 
shows a better performance at elevated pressure ratios the latter performance 
reduces due to the difference in way of integration. Nevertheless, both systems have 
higher performance and efficiencies at higher turbine inlet temperatures. However, 
due to the temperature limit, set by turbine materials, inlet temperature cannot be 
elevated too much otherwise sever damages will be caused. 

Finally, the comparison between performances of these polygeneration systems 
reveals that the PSOFC/MGT has the highest performance of all. Therefore, such 
system can be made very compact. While in the atmospheric system the operating 
pressure of micro gas turbine is uncoupled from the SOFC operating pressure and 
therefore it can be chose over a wide range. Although the performance of 
polygeneration system based on solid oxide fuel cell is the lowest one, its emission is 
negligible since no combustion occurred in the stack and very small part of fuel is 
combusted in the combustion chamber. So, the best polygeneration should be 
designed based on its desired application and the user demands. 
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10 APPENDICES 

10.1 Appendix A- Enthalpy and entropy of formation 

Table 10-1- Enthalpy and entropy of formation of various substances at standard 
temperature and pressure (Sonntag, 2002) 

Substance Formula M (kg/kmol) state f
oh  

(kJ/kmol) 
f

os  
(kJ/kmol.k) 

Water H2O 18.015 gas -241826 188.834 

Water H2O 18.015 Liq. -285830 69.950 

Carbon monoxide CO 28.011 gas -110527 197.653 

Carbon dioxide CO2 44.010 gas -393522 213.795 

Methane CH4 16.043 gas -74873 186.251 

Ethane C2H6 30.070 gas -84740 229.597 

Methanol CH3OH 32.042 gas -201300 239.709 

Methanol CH3OH 32.042 Liq. -239220 126.809 

Ethanol C2H5OH 46.069 gas -235000 282.444 

Ethanol C2H5OH 46.069 Liq. -277380 160.554 

Ammonia NH3 17.031 gas -45720 192.572 

Sulphur dioxide SO2 64.059 gas -296842 248.212 

Sulphur trioxide SO3 80.058 gas -395765 256.769 

Nitrogen oxide N2O 44.013 gas 82050 219.957 
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10.2 Appendix B- Constant pressure specific heats of various ideal gases 

Table 10-2- constant pressure specific heats of various ideal gases* (Sonntag, 2002) 

Gas Formula C0 C1 C2 C3 

Steam H2O 1.79 0.107 0.586 -0.20 

Air --- 1.05 -0.365 0.85 -0.39 

Ammonia NH3 1.60 1.4 1.0 -0.7 

Carbon dioxide CO2 0.45 1.67 -1.27 0.39 

Carbon monoxide CO 1.10 -0.46 1.0 -0.454 

Ethane C2H6 0.18 5.92 -2.31 0.29 

Ethanol C2H5OH 0.2 -4.65 -1.82 0.03 

Hydrogen H2 13.46 4.6 -6.85 3.79 

Methane CH4 1.2 3.25 0.75 -0.71 

Methanol CH3OH 0.66 2.21 0.81 -0.89 

Nitric oxide NO 0.98 -0.031 0.325 -0.14 

Nitrogen N2 1.11 -0.48 0.96 -0.42 

Oxygen O2 0.88 -0.0001 0.54 -0.33 

Cpo=C0+C1θ+C2θ
2+C3θ

3   (kJ/kg.K)       θ=T (K)/1000 

* Approximate forms valid from 250 K to 1200 K. 
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10.3 Appendix C- Input parameters of activation overvoltage model 

Table 10-3- activation overvoltage input parameters 

Parameter Symbol Unit Value 

Charge transfer coefficient α --- 0.5 

Number of transferred electrons per mole of fuel n --- 2 

Pre-exponential factor of anode electrode Ra A.m-2 7×105 

Pre-exponential factor of cathode electrode Rc A.m-2 7×105 

Activation energy of anode electrode Eact,a kJ.mol-1 67.54 

Activation energy of cathode electrode Eact,c kJ.mol-1 67.54 
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10.4 Appendix D- Input parameters of Ohmic loss model 

Table 10-4- Ohmic loss model input parameters 

Parameter  Symbol  Unit  Value  

Anode resistivity (NiZnO) ρa kΩ.cm (-0.0049×log(T)+0.6975)×10-3 

Cathode resistivity (NiZnO) ρc kΩ.cm (-0.0049×log(T)+0.6975)×10-3 

Electrolyte resistivity (NSDC) ρe kΩ.cm (-3.57×log(T)+26.822)×10-3 

Interconnector resistivity (LSM) ρi kΩ.cm 0.00298exp(-1329/T) 

Anode thickness δa mm 0.2 

Cathode thickness δc mm 0.15 

Electrolyte thickness δe mm 0.1 

Interconnector thickness δi mm 2 
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10.5 Appendix E- ET10plus microCHP unit data 

Table 10-5- Compower’s ET10plus microchip unit data sheet (compower, 2009) 

parameter unit value 

General identification 

usage --- Indoor  

Length mm 780 

Width  mm 660 

Height  mm 800 

Weight  kg 280 

Micro turbine 

Compressor type --- Centrifugal  

Turbine type --- Radial  

Type of combustor --- External  

Compressor pressure bar(a) 3 

Number of shaft --- 1 

Nominal speed rpm 160000 

Consumption of lube oil  l/h operation 0.2/4000 

Electrical data 

Voltage output (1-phase) v 230 

Voltage phase (3-phase) v 400 

Frequency  Hz 50 

Fuel requirement 
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Fuel type --- Biogas, Natural gas, Oil 

Gas inlet pressure bar(a) 0.04-0.35 

Performance data 

Electrical output kW 5 

Thermal output kW 17-20 

Fuel consumption kW 28 

Electrical efficiency 
(target) % 20 

Total efficiency (target) % 80 

Exhaust gas flow Kg/s 0.11 

Exhaust gas temperature oC 85 

Water inlet temperature oC 45 

Water outlet temperature oC 70 
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10.6 Appendix F- constants in enthalpy correlation 

Table 10-6- constants values in enthalpy correlation for saturated LiBr-H2O solution (El-
Dessouky, 2002) 

Constant Value Constant Value 

a0 508.668 c11 40.2847 

a1 18.6241 c21 39.9142 

a2 0.0985946 c31 33.3572 

a3 -2.500979x 10-5 c41 13.1032 

a4 4.15801x10-8 c02 -0.186051 

b1 1.617155702 c12 -0.191198 

b2 4.10187485 c22 0.199213 

b3 0.000717667 c32 -0.178258 

c00 -1021.61 c42 -0.0775101 

c10 -533.08 c03 -7.51277x10-6 

c20 483.628 c13 0 

c30 1155.13 c23 0 

c40 640.622 c33 0 

c01 36.8773 c43 0 
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10.7 Appendix G- Enthalpy of saturated LiBr solution 

Table 10-7- variation in enthalpy of saturated LiBr solution as a function of temperature 
(oC) and LiBr mass fraction (El-Dessouky, 2002) 
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10.8 Appendix H- Model parameters 

 

Parameter Unit Value 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 

Nominal power kW 5 

Operating voltage V 0.6 

Operating temperature oC 550 

Operating pressure bar 1 

Fuel utilization factor % 85 

Air stoichiometric ratio --- 2 

Cell active area Cm2 250 

Pressure loss % 2 

Micro gas turbine 

Air mass flow rate kg/s 0.1 

Compressor pressure ratio bar(a) 3 

Turbine inlet temperature oC 600 

Compressor isentropic efficiency % 76 

Turbine isentropic efficiency % 88 

Recuperator effectiveness % 85 

Recuperator pressure loss % 3 

Combustor pressure loss % 3 

Absorption refrigeration  

Condenser temperature oC 35 

Evaporator temperature oC 5 

Generator temperature oC 86 

Condenser pressure bar 0.06 

Evaporator pressure bar 0.01 

Mass fraction of weak solution --- 0.58 
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Mass fraction of strong solution --- 0.64 

Space heating 

Water inlet temperature oC 45 

Water outlet temperature oC 55 

Heat exchanger effectiveness % 85 

Heat exchanger pressure loss % 3 

Domestic hot water 

Water inlet temperature oC 20 

Water outlet temperature oC 60 

Heat exchanger effectiveness % 85 

Heat exchanger pressure loss % 3 

Fuel 

Methane  %(mole) 25 

Hydrogen %(mole) 25 

Carbon monoxide %(mole) 25.1 

Nitrogen %(mole) 24.9 

Environment condition 

Temperature  oC 25 

Pressure  atm 1 

Exhaust temperature oC 85 
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